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LUMINOUS
GRP PRODUCTS
UNIQUE
SAFETY PRODUCT

LOW MAINTENANCE

“Where do you go
when the lights
go out... which
way is out?"

VANDAL RESISTANT

Announcing the newest innovation for
the safety industry, the unique
luminous door, which actually GLOWS
in the dark! It will continue to glow for
some time following a power failure,
ensuring visibility of safety exits, for
ease of building evacuation.

SOLID THROUGH
COLOUR

WOODGRAIN or
SMOOTH FINISH
FURNITURE OPTIONAL

LOW THRESHOLDS
SECURED BY DESIGN
COMPLIANT SUPPLIERS

The majority of safety exit doors are
only marked with small signs, which
are difficult to read at the best of
times, and even harder to see during
times of panic and when lighting has
failed. Individuals can literally be left
fumbling in the dark, searching for a
safe way to exit a building.
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However, imagine how much easier it
would be if you were able to see the
whole of the exit door clearly, as it
glows to show you the way. The result
- a safer and speedier evacuation of a
building in times of emergency.

Office E-mail:
enquiries@glowgrp.co.uk
www.glowgrp.co.uk

In normal conditions the door is
designed to resemble any other white
door that you may see. However,
whilst it may look like any other door,
in either natural or artificial lighting,
the GRP composite door is actually
charging ready for a time that its
luminous quality may be put into play.
Should lighting fail during emergency
conditions, the door will present as a
clearly visible, luminous green object,
attracting people to the exit, therefore
guiding them to safety.
For complete peace of mind, this is
definitely the design that all exit doors
will need to follow in the future.
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Seen to be Safe
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